PROPOSED VIRGINIA SOUTHSIDE EXPANSION PROJECT LEGEND

1. PROPOSED COMPRESSOR STATION 105
   CONSTRUCT NEW COMPRESSOR STATION ADJACENT TO 105, 2 SOLAR TAURUS 600/3402 UNITS 2X 7700 ISO 150 HP WITH COOLING AND PIG LAUNCHER

2. 24" SOUTH VIRGINIA LATERAL LOOP "B" LINE 91.4 MILES FROM COMPRESSOR STATION 105 TO M.P. 91.4
   (BURNSWICK CO.)

3. CROSS CONNECT-REGULATION
   AT M.P. 91.4

4. 24" BRUNSWICK LATERAL 7.2 MILES FROM M.P. 90.00 TO M.P. 7.2

5. M & R STATION AND PIG RECEIVER
   AT M.P. 95.6

6. INSTALL FACILITIES TO ENABLE COMPRESSION FOR SOUTH FLOW THRU STATION 205
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